INSPIRING
HEALTHY
SPACES
CORIAN® SOLID SURFACE
Features & Benefits

Deep Nocturne (Pods)
Mahogany Nuwood (Tabletop)

Trust your environment’s
surfaces to the same material
the finest hospitals trust.

DURABLE AND TOUGH
Corian® keeps its good looks and survives the impact
nicks and cuts that can occur with daily wear and tear.

EASY-TO-CLEAN
Corian® has a non-porous surface that prevents dirt and
stains from penetrating the material. Marks and stains
stay on the surface and can easily be removed with a
Scotchbrite® pad and household cleaner.

When it comes to surfaces the healthcare industry can rely on, they
consistently look to Corian® Solid Surface. That’s right, the very
Corian® surfaces that have been around for over 50 years, are trusted

NONPOROUS
Corian® is nonporous and hygienic. Its smooth surface
does not allow liquids to penetrate and that makes it easy
to clean. Bacteria and mold have nowhere to take root.
When Corian® looks clean, it really is clean.

by healthcare experts all over the world for their hygienic properties.
Because Corian® is non-porous and can be fabricated without seams,
there is nowhere for viruses, bacteria, mold and mildew to take hold.
Today’s climate calls for vigilant disinfection and cleaning of surfaces

SEAMLESS

and when a space is used by many and sees numerous visitors, selecting

SEAMLESS DETAIL

Color coordinated joint adhesives bond Corian® solid
surfaces with inconspicuous seams. This seamless look
of integrated Corian® countertops, sinks, and coved
backsplashes also means there are no crevices to trap dirt
and bacteria.

material that does not harbor trouble is paramount. Corian® Solid
Surface is that material .

WHEN WE SAY SEAMLESS, WE MEAN SEAMLESS
When properly fabricated and assembled with
Corian® Joint Adhesive, Corian surfaces are totally
integrated into a single piece. Lines and cracks from
deck seams, edge seams, coved backsplashes and
integrated sinks all disappear leaving no places for
dirt, mold, mildew or bacteria to take hold.

800-237-0229 ext.1
www.parksite.com

SEE COLOR SELECTIONS
Integrated sinks
and lavatories

Coved backsplash

No deck, edge, or
miter seams

Arrow-Right

View a sample of color offerings
and usage examples on the
reverse side
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Basalt Terrazzo

Verdant

Carbon Concrete

Carbon Aggregate

Verdant
Domino Terrazzo

Grey Onyx

Basalt Terrazzo

Laguna

Stratus
Silver Linear

Limestone Prima

Mahogany Nuwood

Silver Linear
Neutral Aggregate

Ash Aggregate

Silver Linear
Weathered Concrete

Privacy Plus® Partitions / M.R.Walls collaboration
in Glacier White
Everest

Custom sink in
Everest

Custom seating in
Mahogany Nuwood

WHAT CAN WE HELP YOU d e s i g n TODAY?

Corian®, the Corian® logo, and all products, unless otherwise noted, denoted with ™, or ® are trademarks, service marks or
registered trademarks of affiliates of DuPont de Nemours, Inc.
GREENGUARD Indoor Air Quality Certified® is a registered trademark of GREENGUARD Environmental Institute.
NSF and the mark are registered trademarks of NSF International.
USGBC® and related logo is a trademark owned by the U.S. Green Building Council® and is used with permission.
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